This booklist is a sample of the types of books available for narrative skills. All of the following books can be found at your New Orleans Public Library. To find these titles at a library near you, search title and/or author at www.worldcat.org.

Alborough, Jez. *Duck in the truck.*
Axtell, David. *We’re going on a lion hunt.*
Barton, Byron. *Dinosaurs, dinosaurs.*
Barton, Byron. *The three bears.*
Brown, Peter. *Mr. Tiger goes wild.*
Cabrera, Jane. *If you’re happy and you know it!.*
Côté, Geneviève. *Starring me and you.*
Day, Alexandra. *Carl’s birthday.* [series]
Dewdney, Anna. *Llama, llama red pajama.*
Feiffer, Jules. *Bark, George.*
Fleming, Denise. *In the small, small pond.*
Isadora, Rachel. *Peekaboo morning.*
Keats, Ezra Jack. *The snowy day.*
Klassen, J. *This is not my hat.*
Litwin, Eric. *Pete the Cat : I love my white shoes.*
Logue, Mary. *Sleep like a tiger.*
McMullan, Kate. *I'm dirty!.*
Numeroff, Laura Joffe. *If you give a mouse a cookie.*
Pinkney, Jerry. *Three little kittens.*
Raschka, Christopher. *A ball for Daisy.*
Rathmann, Peggy. *Good night, Gorilla.*
Rosenthal, Amy Krouse. *Duck! Rabbit!.*
Scieszka, Jon. *Smash! Crash!.*
Seeger, Laura Vaccaro. *Dog and Bear : two friends, three stories.*
Seeger, Laura Vaccaro. *First the egg.*
Taback, Simms. *There was an old lady who swallowed a fly.*
Wiesner, David. *Tuesday.*
Willems, Mo. *Don’t let the pigeon drive the bus.*
Willis, Jeanne. *Gorilla! Gorilla!.*
Wilson, Karma. *Bear snores on.*
Young, Ed. *Seven blind mice.*